The effect of ascorbic acid on the pharmacokinetics of levodopa in elderly patients with Parkinson disease.
Levodopa (LD) is one of the most effective drugs for clinical symptoms in patients with Parkinson disease (PD). Most PD patients are advanced in age and may have trouble with LD absorption because aging influences drug absorption processes. Previous reports have indicated that ascorbic acid (AsA) can reduce LD dosage without losing its effectiveness. The current study sought to determine whether AsA affects LD absorption in elderly PD patients. Sixty-seven elderly PD patients took a tablet orally containing 100 mg LD and 10 mg carbidopa following an overnight fast. Plasma LD concentrations were determined at 6 points up to 3 hours, using high-performance liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection. The area under the curve (AUC), peak drug concentration (Cmax), and time to peak drug concentration (Tmax) were calculated. The pharmacokinetic evaluation was repeatedly performed 1 week later in the same way except for adding 200 mg AsA to the tablet. The changes in AUC, Cmax, and Tmax between the tests were evaluated. Significant changes in these parameters were not observed when analyzed using data from all patients. However, significant increases in AUC and Cmax, and a significant reduction in Tmax by adding AsA were observed in 25 patients with baseline AUC < or =2500 ng.hour/mL. In conclusion, AsA can improve LD absorption in elderly PD patients with poor LD bioavailability. LD therapy in combination with AsA may be one of the strategies for PD treatment.